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Economic cognition in humans and animals: the search for core
mechanisms
Laurie R Santos1 and Kelly D Hughes2

Over the past few decades, research in judgment and decision-

making has revealed that decision-makers, though not always

rational, are often quite predictable. Here, we attempt to

explore the nature of this systematicity with a different

approach to decision-making. Specifically, we propose that

some of the systematicity of human decision-making may

result from the operation of core knowledge mechanisms,

domain-specific learning mechanisms with characteristic

processing limitations. In this review, we describe the core

knowledge approach and argue that at least some aspects of

human decision-making have the signature characteristics of a

core knowledge system, namely, such strategies develop early

in ontogeny and are shared with closely related primate

relatives.
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You can’t repeal the laws of economics. Even if they are
inconvenient.
- Larry Summers

Although modern humans are unique in their worries

about interest rates, 401k plans, and economic bailouts,

we are not alone when it comes to our economic concerns.

Like humans, all non-human animals struggle with

economic problems that they must resolve in order to

successfully survive and reproduce. The natural world

contains many of the classic problems that pack economic

textbooks: individuals evaluate risk and uncertainty when

foraging, tackle supply and demand when searching for

mates, assess the opportunity costs of reproductive trade-

offs, and so on. Indeed, almost any decision an animal

makes can be modeled as an economic choice.

Faced with the ubiquity of economic problems, it is

hardly surprising that several academic fields have

devoted considerable effort to understanding how

humans and other animals navigate these complex

choices. For example, classical economics has aspired

to develop a normative model of economic decision-

making that would formally capture all human choice

with a simple set of axioms (see [1] for review). In a similar

way, behavioral ecologists studying non-humans devel-

oped optimal models of behavior that describe how a

perfectly adapted individual might maximize reproduc-

tive success [2,3]. Until recently, comparatively less

theoretical work described how animals actually make

decisions and the mechanisms that they use to do so.

Thankfully, over the past few decades, the field of

behavioral economics [4–6] (and more recently neuroe-

conomics, see [2]) has begun this descriptive enterprise.

Surprisingly, this approach has revealed that organisms do

not always make decisions in an ideal, rational way (see

reviews in [4–6]). Instead, both human [4–6] and non-

human [7] decision-makers behave in a number of ways

that are systematically irrational, violating the predictions

of optimal decision-making models.

Why do humans and animals appear to adopt strategies

that systematically deviate from the optimal behaviors

one might expect? Here, we attempt to address this

disconnect by applying a new theoretical approach.

Specifically, we propose that organisms make decisions

that are systematically non-optimal because they result

from the operation of a set of core knowledge mechanisms

that are developmentally prior, evolutionarily ancient,

and encapsulated in ways that lead to systematic errors

[8�,9]. We first introduce the core knowledge approach

and then discuss two recent empirical examples of human

and non-human economic irrationalities that could be

modeled as a result of such mechanisms.

The core-knowledge approach: a quick
introduction
The core knowledge approach was originally advanced by

Elizabeth Spelke and her colleagues [8�,9] as a theoretical

approach to the question of how individuals develop the

kinds of elaborated knowledge systems that are found

cross-culturally in our species. Traditionally, theorists

took one of two opposing views of the human mind:

either human cognition results from the operation of

domain-general learning mechanisms or it instead results

from the operation of numerous highly specialized

modules. Spelke and colleagues developed the core
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knowledge thesis as an intermediate position. Basing

their work on empirical evidence from human infants

and closely related primate species, they proposed that

human cognition results from a foundation of a small

number of specialized mechanisms upon which general

learning and cognition build [8�,9,10].

Core knowledge mechanisms are typically thought to have

a number of signature characters and properties (see [10]).

First, such mechanisms are thought to be developmentally

prior (i.e. they tend to emerge without much experience

and are thus present in early infancy) and evolutionarily

ancient (i.e. they are shared with extant closely related non-

human primates). Second, core knowledge systems are

domain-specific; they attend to and operate only within

a particular problem domain. Additionally, these domains

are thought to represent the most basic and important

cognitive problems necessary for survival and reproductive

success (e.g. spatial navigation [11]). Third, core systems

are relatively informationally-encapsulated. Rather than

taking input from all available perceptual systems, they

often focus on a subset of available information. For

example, in the spatial domain, researchers have observed

that both humans and animals seem to use only a single

cue—geometric layout—when reorienting ([11–15], but

see [16]). Our core spatial reasoning system is therefore

encapsulated to the extent that it ignores other relevant

perceptually available properties of the surface layout (e.g.

color, odor). This encapsulation leads to the final, crucial

signature of core systems—they tend to exhibit systematic

processing limitations [8�]. In the case of spatial navigation,

participants exhibit systematic reorientation limitations

because they fail to incorporate relevant landmark and

surface information.

The core knowledge approach has lead to considerable

empirical headway in understanding the development of

a number of domains [8�,9–16], but to date, theorists have

not applied the core knowledge approach to understand-

ing the mechanisms underlying economic decision-mak-

ing. One reason for this might be that economists and

other researchers have thought of adult human economic

decision-making as domain-general strategies applied to

any task, context, or type of decision. Unfortunately, the

domain-general approach fails to capture some features of

human and animal decision-making. First, many human

(and non-human) decision-making strategies seem to be

context specific [4–6]; both populations appear to switch

strategies and preferences depending on context or fram-

ing. Second, both populations exhibit systematic errors

and processing limitations that are consistent with a core

knowledge view (e.g. [4–7]). For these reasons, we

explore the hypothesis that some economic decision-

making strategies might stem from core cognitive mech-

anisms. We now turn to two kinds of deviations from

optimal decisions that, we believe, have several of the

signatures of core domains.

Relative, not absolute, value
To successfully navigate economic decisions, individuals

need to wisely make choices. Economists advise comput-

ing the absolute expected value of each decision and

selecting the one with the highest payoff [1], but people

rarely do this. Instead people often determine the value of

different outcomes not on an absolute scale but relative to

the current status quo, a feature of decision-making known

as reference-dependence [5,6,17–20]. People see out-

comes as ‘less than’ or ‘more than’ an expectation, and

base their valuations on that assessment rather than

absolutes. Furthermore, people are also loss averse,

meaning that the direction of deviation from an expec-

tation also affects value. People tend to dislike a loss more

than they like an equally sized gain [18]. Together, these

tendencies lead to systematic errors in decisions that can

be observed both in the lab [5–6,17–19] and in the real

world [4–6,21–24]. People think of an object as more

valuable when they consider losing or selling it than when

they consider gaining or buying it [25,26] and switch to

riskier behavior when confronting gambles involving

losses rather than gains [18]. In one famous real world

example, taxicab drivers continue working till they reach

a target earning amount each day, which serves as a

reference point. On days where drivers earn less than

their target, they often continue working longer to make

up the difference. Unfortunately, this leads drivers to

work more on non-profitable days and less on profitable

days, the very opposite of what one should do to maximize

profit [24]. In this way, reference dependence and loss

aversion can lead to systematic processing errors—devi-

ations from optimality that fall out of the operation of

these strategies—much like those observed through the

operation of other core reasoning systems.

The possibility that reference-dependence and loss aver-

sion are a part of a core knowledge system is bolstered by

the fact that some characteristics of these relative strat-

egies can be observed in young children and non-human

animals [7,27–33]. For example, five-year-old children

exhibit behaviors characteristic of loss aversion, such as

a reluctance to trade or lose a possessed object in order to

gain a novel item of absolute equal worth [31]. Research-

ers have observed a similar reluctance to lose owned

objects in primates; both chimpanzees [32–33] and capu-

chin monkeys [29] appear to think of an object as more

valuable when they consider losing or selling it than when

they consider gaining or buying it. In addition, recent

work from our own laboratory suggests that capuchins

appear to share human-like relative-reasoning strategies

on economic gambles much like those presented to

human subjects [27,28]. Capuchins learned to trade metal

tokens for pieces of food in a ‘market’ involving two

potential human traders. Monkeys then chose between

a trader who offered one piece of apple but half the time

gave two pieces, and an experimenter who offered two

pieces of apple but half the time gave only one piece [27].
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The payoff from either trader was, on average, the same,

but capuchins preferred the trader, who in offering one

piece of food, appeared to give a gain half the time. This

suggests that capuchins tag the initial offer as a reference

point and use the reference point to assign value. Sim-

ilarly, capuchins become riskier when confronting gam-

bles involving losses rather than gains ([28], for a similar

finding in starlings see [30]). Taken together, these

studies suggest that relative reasoning strategies like

reference dependence and loss aversion possess several

features of core mechanisms: they appear to emerge early

in development, are shared across species, and lead to

systematic processing errors in certain contexts.

Nice, not selfish, preferences
A second prescription of ideal optimized economic beha-

vior is to act out of complete self-interest. For better or

worse, people often fail to do this. Humans can be generous

with non-kin and even strangers [34] and such generosity

may be expressed in fairly complex ways, such as gains

relinquished in order to promote an equal distribution of

goods [34,35] or wealth donated to punish non-cooperators

[34,36]. In fact, many human deviations from self-inter-

ested behavior occur in situations in which equity norms

are violated. Consider, for example, the Dictator Game

[37], in which a proposer gets to present a receiver with a

one-time anonymous offer of a portion of a monetary sum.

A self-interested agent would keep the entire pot, but

people typically give equitable offers, often between 40–
50% of the original sum [37]. Although there is currently

some controversy concerning how such equity norms could

be selected over evolutionary time (e.g. [34,38]), there is

growing evidence that such behaviors are cross-culturally

widespread [35,39] and emerge relatively early in human

development [40,41,42��]. Such features of human equity

norms suggest the possibility that these strategies may also

result from a set of core mechanisms devoted to socially-

relevant distribution decisions.

The hypothesis that human equity constraints emerge

through core knowledge mechanisms is supported by

growing work suggesting that similar equity norms may

operate in at least some non-human primates. There is,

for example, growing evidence that some non-human

primate species detect inequitable situations and

react negatively to them ([41,43,44�,45–48], but see

[46,49,50��] for different results). Capuchins, for

example, will reject an otherwise desired food reward

if they have previously observed another monkey obtain-

ing a better reward for the same amount of work [47] and

spontaneously share their allotment of food with another

monkey who helped them obtain it [48]. In addition,

some [43,44�,45] but not all [46,49,50��], primates selec-

tively act in ways that deliver prosocial payoffs to others.

Although more work is needed to determine the exact

contexts in which primates do and do not exhibit equity

norms, the current results raise the possibility that at least

some human-like equity-norms may be shared broadly

across the primate order, as one might expect based on

the operation of core mechanisms.

Core mechanisms for decision-making?
The goal of this review was to consider the possibility that

some aspects of economic decision-making arise through

the operation of domain-specific core mechanisms, ones

that emerge early in development and are shared broadly

across the animal kingdom. To get at this possibility, we

considered two cases in which human decision-making

behaviors systematically deviate from what is often con-

sidered optimal from a classic economic approach. We have

argued that such systematic deviations are akin to the

processing errors that are hallmarks of encapsulated core

knowledge mechanisms and thus suggest the possibility

that core mechanisms may govern decision-making beha-

vior in these two contexts. In support of this view, we have

gathered evidence suggesting that young children and non-

human primates exhibit similar decision-making biases to

adult humans; these two populations exhibit signatures of

reference dependence and loss aversion and exhibit fair-

ness norms in some contexts. Taken together, this evi-

dence provides preliminary support for the claim that some

aspects of human decision-making emerge through the

operation of core knowledge mechanisms. Though the

work reviewed here is not as extensive as the research

on core knowledge reasoning in other domains (e.g. [10–
12]), we hope that this speculative review will open some

new theoretical debates concerning the nature of the kinds

of mechanisms that could give rise to human-like decision-

making strategies and biases. Moreover, we hope that our

short review of the existing work on decision-making

strategies in comparative-developmental populations will

generate even more empirical interest in the strategies and

errors exhibited in these subject populations.
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